This paper discusses the differences of origin and characteristics of eastern and western cultures. On the basis of comparing different culture, the significance of cultural exchange and fusion on product innovation design is stated. By taking some examples to illustrate the fusion of different cultures can provide designers with rich design inspiration, and lead designers to get succeeded in design. It is necessary to discuss how to carry forward and inheriting traditional culture of eastern and western in the context of globalization. It seems that the best way to promote the development of product innovation design is with critical thinking to the traditional eastern and western cultural.
looking forward to thing is good weather for one year. In the eyes of the Chinese dragon is a totem, the dragon is endowed with a variety of gods, is not only the god for rain, storm, cloud, wind, but also a controller of climate. Chinese people consider the dragon as god; therefore, the emperors are called themselves dragons. The emperor's body is called dragon body. The Chinese people claim themselves to be descendants of the dragon. As result, the image of dragon often been used in the product design. Attitude towards dragon embodies the significant difference of the culture. Each said dragon between east and west, obviously if the other side to give up or give in, give up the image of dragon culture of central plains some, apparently the traditional culture of blasphemy, and put the national culture in the perspective of world culture, isn't abandon a loss of human civilization. In fact the different interpretation of the dragon is only a microcosm of culture difference between east and west. Different attitude towards dragon embodies the significant difference of different culture. East and west respectively described the different dragon. Obviously if the other side were give up or give in, Give up the image of dragon in the traditional culture, would destroyed culture apparently. And put the national culture in the perspective of world culture, isn't abandon a loss of human civilization. In fact different interpretation of the dragon is only a microcosm of culture difference between east and west.
The Different Religious Belief
The main source of China's traditional culture is Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. According to Bertrand. Russell, western culture is based on the ancient Greek culture, the Judeo-Christian culture, and modern industrial civilization. They are the three sources of western culture .Obviously the different sources, resulted in the eastern and western culture have a huge difference. Most of western painting, sculpture and architecture design are in the service of the religious thoughts. Ancient Greek column and gothic architecture were applied to build temples and churches.
The Differences of Emotion, Art and Thinking
Confucianism has dominated the deep-seated string dominance in Chinese society. It has been a very deep and long influence since ancient time. Eastern and western nations have respectively the unique cultural background and social psychological structure, production way and the different development levels, reflected in the thinking and cognition way. And there is a big difference on the style. The main characteristics way of Western national thinking is with logical analysis; and represented by China the basic characteristics ways of Oriental national thinking is intuitive synthesis. Eastern and western different way of understanding deeply affected the national theory thinking and science culture along different direction of development. Western are rational and speculative, China is heavy experience, intuition. Eastern and western different life value orientation, throughout thousands of years of development history of traditional culture, compared with the western culture, Chinese traditional culture has the following several distinctive features. 1) Chinese traditional culture is the knowledge of cohesion. This means traditional Chinese culture is a culture of internal cohesion. Chinese culture pays attention to the basic spirit of harmony, the individual and others, individuals and groups, organic ground contacts between man and nature, form a kind of cultural relations; Pay attention to the overall and collective solidarity.
2) Chinese traditional culture is the knowledge of compatibility. Chinese traditional culture is not a closed system, although foreign communication in ancient China is restricted. Chinese people had an open attitude to realize the compatibility of foreign Buddhism. As result, Buddhism and Confucianism, Taoism has been organic united together. Fundamentally Chinese painting comes from Chinese traditional culture has long and rich aesthetic thoughts. Western painting aesthetic taste is the true and beauty, western painting pursuit of reality and environment of the real object. Western painting appears reappearance and realistic. In stark contrast, Chinese painting is with heavy performance and freehand brushwork. The comparison of eastern and western traditional painting art is shown in Table 1 .
The Comparison of Traditional Design between West and East
It is because of the vast difference between the eastern and western culture in the above aspects, the east and the west have different aesthetic psychology and design. Painting art differences between east and west have great affected on product design, as well as product design ideas. Chinese traditional culture of Confucianism, Taoism Buddhism have a great impact on the traditional design, Ming dynasty furniture is a very typical example. In Professor Li zehou's "aesthetics", a collection in this statement: "the beauty of which is advocated by the Confucian human enthusiasm combine with Taoist advocated the beauty of nature, and always has the literati benefited in the literary and artistic creation and appreciation." It is under the influence of traditional aesthetics thoughts; the modeling of Ming dynasty furniture is taking round instead of square. Taoism claims that let nature take its course, argued that harmony between "people" and "Environment", "nature and humanity" view of nature. If one sits on Ming dynasty chair, there is feeling in of the bosom of nature. That is the main reason for Ming dynasty furniture is not only like much by the eastern people, but also is admired by the people all over the world. People wish to compare the round-backed armchair of Ming dynasty and the British McIntosh designed high back chairs. Round-backed armchair is with fine structure, excellent material, and fine process. Overall modeling is elegant. Round-backed armchair achieve the perfect unity of function and form. British designer Macintosh's tone is a kind of high straight and thin pedicure vertical lines which can reflect the vigor of plant grows vertically up. Clearly the chair of the form and structure shows the characteristic of the new art movement advocate natural, chair of the overall modelling concise but uncomfortable to sit on. Function and form have not yet reached the perfect unity. Due to the culture, the influence of such factors as geographical environment, lifestyle, there are significant differences of traditional design in the east and west. Traditional design comparison between east and west is shown in Table 2 . 
Cultural Exchange and Fusion between East and West Promote the Innovation of Product Design
The thinking characteristics of oriental culture have the idea of integrity, mutability, and moderation, however the thinking characteristics of western culture consists of rational and scientific nature, humanity and critical spirit. Eastern and western culture thoughts are complementary. Therefore two kinds of cultural fusion will inevitably lead to innovation of product design.
History of Cultural Exchange between East and West
Both absorbing and hybridization are the important ways of culture developing. Since ancient time the cultural exchange between east and west was very frequent. Each prosperous culture has absorbed a lot of foreign cultures. The ancient Silk Road is a special historical significance international channel. 
